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503.
ON THE SURFACES EACH THE LOCUS OF THE VERTEX OF A 

CONE WHICH PASSES THROUGH m GIVEN POINTS AND 
TOUCHES 6-m GIVEN LINES.

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. ιv. (1871—1873), pp. 11—47. Read January 11, 1872.]
I CONSIDER the surfaces, each of them the locus of the vertex of a (quadri-)cone which passes through m given points and touches 6 — m given lines; viz. calling the given points a, b, c,... and the given lines α, β, γ,..., the surfaces in question are :

Order
abodef 4
abodeα 8
abcdaβ 16 
abcaβy 24 24 
aaβyZe 14α/δγδβξ’ 8I remark that the orders of these several surfaces are in effect determined by the investigations of M. Chasles in regard to the conics in space which satisfy seven conditions. The surface abcdef was long ago considered by M. Chasles, and it is treated of in my “ Memoir on Quartic Surfaces,” [445], and in the same Memoir the surface 

aβyZeζ is also referred to : these two surfaces, and also the surfaces αα∕3γδe and aba.βy^ are considered by Dr Hierholzer (^) in his excellent paper “ Ueber Kegelschnitte im Raume,” Math. Annalen, t. Il. (1870), pp. 563—586, and to him are due the equations given in the sequel for the surfaces abcdef and aβy8eξ: the researches of the present Memoir are in fact a continuation and development of those in the Memoir last referred to.
I was grieved to hear of Dr Hierholzer’s death last autumn, at Carlsruhe, at the early age of 30.

13—2
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100 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 1012. In the Table, the upper margin refers to the surfaces, and the left-hand margin to the points, lines, and curves situate on these surfaces respectively; the body of the Table showing the number, and in ( ) the multiplicity, of these points, lines, and curves in regard to the several surfaces respectively. Thus, points a; for the surface 
abcdef 6 × (2), there are 6 such points, each of them a 2-conical (ordinary conical) point on the surface: so abcdea, 5 × (4), there are 5 such points, each a 4-conical point on the surface (viz. instead of the tangent plane there is a quartic cone); and so on. Similarly, lines ab (viz. these are the lines' joining two points α, b); for the surface 
abcdef, 15 × (1), there are 15 such lines, each a simple line on the surface; surface αδcdeα, 10 × (2), there are 10 such lines, each a double (ordinary nodal) line on the surface; and so on. We have in two places the multiplicity (2 ÷ 2), which refers to a tacnodal line, as presently explained. The corner letters G, P, L denote respectively proper cone, plane-pair, and line-pair, as afterwards explained.3. The lines and curves referred to in the left-hand margin are :(1) ab, line joining the points a and b.(2) α, line α.(3) [ab, a, β, γ], pair of lines meeting each of the four lines, or say thetractors of the four lines ab, α, β, γ. As regards the surface abΑβyb, the multiplicity is given as (2 4- 2), viz. the line is (not an ordinary nodal, but) a tacnodal line, each sheet touching along the whole line the hyperboloid a^γ.(4) [a, β, γ, δ], tractors of the four lines α, β, γ, δ.(5) [ab, cd, α, β] tractors of the four lines ab, cd, α, β.(6) abc, def, line of intersection of the planes abc and def

(7) abc, de, a, line in the plane abc joining the intersections of this plane bythe lines de and α respectively.(8) abc, α, β, line in the plane abc joining the intersections of this plane bythe lines α and β respectively. As regards the surface abcd.a.β, the multiplicity is given as (2 + 2), viz. each line is (not an ordinary nodal, but) a tacnodal line, each sheet touching along the whole line the plane 
abc.(9) Cubic abcdef cubic curve through the six points a, b, c, d, e, f, commonintersection of the cones each having its vertex at one of the points and passing through the other five.(10) Quadriquadric a,βy, 3eζ, intersection of the quadric surfaces aβ>y and beζ, thatis, the quadric surfaces through the lines α, β, γ and δ, e, ξ respectively.

(11) Excuboquartic aβy, δe, a, quartic curve generated as follows: viz. taking anyline whatever which meets the lines α, β, γ (or say any generating line of the quadric aβf), the plane through this line and the point a meets the lines δ, e in two points respectively; and the line joining these meets the generating line in a point having for its locus the excuboquartic curve in question (theory further considered in the sequel).
www.rcin.org.pl



102 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503

Special forms of {Qvcιdri-'}Cones.4. We have to consider the special forms of (quadri-)cones; these are: 1®. The sharp-cone, or plane-pair; that is, a pair of two planes, intersecting in a line called the axis, the vertex being in this case an indeterminate point on the axis. Observe that a plane-pair passes through a given point when either of its planes passes through such point; it touches a given line when its axis meets the given line. 2®. The flat-cone, or line-pair; viz. this is a pair of intersecting lines, their point of intersection being the vertex of the line-pair, and the plane of the two lines being the diametral of the line-pair. Observe that the line-pair passes through a given point when its diametral passes through such point; it touches a given line when either of its lines meets the given line. 3°. There is a third kind, the line-pair-plane; viz, the two planes of the plane-pair may come to coincide, retaining, however, a definite line of intersection, or axis: or again, the two lines of a line-pair may come to coincide, retaining a definite plane or diametral; that is, in either case we have a plane passing through a line; and which is to be considered indifferently as two coincident planes intersecting in the line, or as two coincident lines lying in the plane. But there is not, in the present Memoir, any occasion to consider this third kind of special cone.The letters C, P, L in the Table denote that the cone is a (proper) cone, planepair, or line-pair, as the case may be.
Singular Lines and Curves on the Surfaces.5. We may establish ά priori the existence, and even to some extent the multiplicity, of the several lines and curves on the surfaces abcdef... Thus:1®. Lines ab: take for the vertex of the cone a point at pleasure on the line ab; the cone passing through b will ipso facto pass through a; and the conditions are thus that the cone shall pass through b and satisfy four other conditions— in all, five conditions: and there is thus a cone with the point in question as vertex; that is, the line ab is situate on the surface. Moreover, for the surfaces 

abcdef abcdea., abcdaβ, abc(iβy, aba,βyb respectively, for a given position of the vertex on the line ab, the number of cones is 1, 2, 4, 4, 2 respectively: and these are the multiplicities of υhe line ab on the several surfaces respectively.2°. Lines α: take for the vertex of the cone a point at pleasure on the line α; then the cone ipso facto touches the line a, and there are only five other conditions to be satisfied; that is, we have a cone with the vertex in question; or the line α is situate on the surface. Moreover, for the surfaces abcdea., abcda,β, 
abcaβ'y, abaβyb, aaβybe, a.β<ybeζ respectively, the number of cones is 1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 1 respectively: and it may be seen that the multiplicities of the line α are the doubles of these numbers, or are = 2, 4, 8, 8, 4, 2 for the several surfaces respectively.
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 1033”. Lines [ab, a, β, 7]: taking the vertex in one of these tractors, the cone cannot be a proper cone, but (if it exist) it must be either a line-pair having the tractor for one of its lines, or else a plane-pair having the tractor for its axis. The two cases are:Surface abcaβy. Cone is a plane-pair, the two planes intersecting in the tractor, and passing, the one of them through the points α, b, the other through the point c. The vertex being an indeterminate point on the tractor, the tractor is situate on the surface.Surface abaβy^. Cone is a line-pair, one line being the tractor, the other a line drawn in the plane of the tractor and ab to meet δ, and which meets the tractor in an arbitrary point thereof: the tractor is thus a line on the surface.4°. Lines [a, β, 7, δ]: taking the vertex in one of these tractors, then, as in the last case, the cone is either a line-pair having the tractor for one of its lines or a plane-pair having the tractor for its axis. The three cases are :Surface aba,βy^. Cone is a plane-pair, the two planes intersecting in the tractor and passing through the points a, b respectively.Surface aoLβy^e. Cone is a line-pair, one line being the tractor, the other a line in the plane of the tractor and α, meeting the line e and meeting the tractor in an indeterminate point.Surface 0Lβybeζ. Cone is a line-pair, one line being the tractor, the other a line drawn from an indeterminate point of the tractor to meet the lines e and ζ.5®. Lines ∖ab, cd, α, ∕3]. Cone is a plane-pair, the two planes intersecting in thetractor, and passing through the points a, b and the points c, d respectively.
6°. Line abc, def. Cone is a plane-pair, consisting of the two planes abc and def7®. Line abc, de, a. Cone is a plane-pair, the two planes intersecting in the line;one plane being abc, the other a plane through the line de.8®. Line abc, a, β. There are two cases:Surface abcdaβ. Cone is a plane-pair, the two planes intersecting in the line ; the one being abc, and the other passing through the point d.Surface abcaβy. Cone is a line-pair; one line being abc, a, β, the other a line in the plane abc meeting the line δ, and meeting the line abc, a, β in an indeterminate point.9°. Cubic abcdef. Each point of the cubic is the vertex of a proper cone passingthrough the cubic, and therefore through the' six points; that is, the cubic isa line on the surface abcdef10®. Quadriquadric aβy, beξ. Cone is a line-pair; viz. it is composed of the linesdrawn from any point of the curve, one of them to meet the lines α, β, 7,and the other to meet the lines δ, e, ζ.11°. Excuboquartic aβy, a. Cone is a line-pair; the two lines being, one of them a line at pleasure meeting a, β, 7, the other the line which, in the plane of the other line and the point a, meets the lines δ, e.
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104 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503
Mode of obtaining the several Equations: Notations and Formulce.6. The equations of the several surfaces are obtained by taking as centre of projection an assumed position of the vertex, and projecting everything upon an arbitrary plane; the projections of the given points and lines are points and lines in the arbitrary plane, and the section of the cone by this plane is a conic; the equation of the surface is thus obtained as the condition that there shall be a conic passing through m given points and touching 6 — m given lines.7. We take as current coordinates {X, Y, E, TΓ), or when plane-coordinates areemployed (ξ, η, ζ, ω): the coordinates of the vertex are throughout represented by 

(x, y, z, w); but in explanations &c., these are also used as current coordinates. The plane of projection is taken to be W = 0. The coordinates of the given points a, &c., are taken to be y^, Za> &c· There is no confusion occasioned by so doing,and I retain the ordinary letters (a, b, c, f, g, h) for the six coordinates of a line, it being understood that these letters so used have no reference whatever to the given points a, b, &c.; viz. the coordinates of the given lines α, &c., are («α, ba., Co., fa., go., ha), <⅛c.; there is sometimes occasion to consider the coordinates of other lines ab, &c., but the notation will always be explained.8. I write I, m, n, p, q, r ior the coordinates of the line joining the vertex 
(x, y, z, w) with a point (zr', y', z , w'}; viz.

{lg, = yza — ya^, this being explained when necessary); and also

{Po = h ay — ga,z + aaW, &c., this being explained when necessary).This being so, then projecting from the vertex {x, y, z, w∖ on the plane W = 0, the X, y, z coordinates of the projection of a point a are pa ; qa : ra{pa = xWa - Xa^, &c.); and the equation of the projection of a line α is
(Po≈h ag-gaZ + aaW, &c.). Wc thus have, in the projection on the plane W = 0, the 
m points and 6 — m lines situate in and touched by the conic.

www.rcin.org.pl



503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 105The following notations and formulse are convenient:9. pabc = 0 is the equation of the plane through the points a, b, c; viz.

Of course pbac = — pabc, &c. Observe that here, and in the notations which follow,,the letter p is used as referring to the coordinates {x, y, z, w∖ and that the indexof p (= 1 when no index is expressed) shows the degree in these coordinates.10. paa = 0 is the equation of the plane through the point a and the line α;viz. paa is the foregoing determinant, if for a moment b, c are any two points onthe line a; or, what is the same thing, 
where 

and (a, b, c, f, g, K) are the coordinates of the line a: observe that paa = paa.11. p^aβy = {) is the equation of the quadric surface through the_ lines a, β, y∖ viz. we have 

where
ba, Ca,fa, ga, h^), {aβ,...}, («γ,...) being the coordinates of the given lines a, β, γ. Observe that p"^βay = -p"^aβy, &c.
c. VIII. 14
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106 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [50312. It is to be noticed that, writing 

viz. Pa = ha,y — ga,z + agW, &c., then that we have identically 

and further that we have identically 
where

and Laβ, &c. are the values of L, &c. on substituting therein («»,...) and forthe unaccented and accented letters respectively.13. Observe that we have -

-and similarly 

whence also
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. lOZand

14. p^a . aβ. γ8 = 0 is the equation of the cubic surface through the lines a, β, γ, and aaβ, ay8 (viz. aaβ is the line from α to meet a, β, and so αγδ is the line from 
a to meet γ, δ). Observe that the conditions λvhich determine this cubic surface thus are that the cubic shall pass through

a; the points *of aaβ on α and β respectively, 3 other points on a, 3 on β, and 1 on aaβ ;also the points of αγδ on <y and δ respectively, 3 other points on γ, 3 on δ, and 1 on αγδ ; in all, 1 ÷ 9 + 9 = 19 points;viz. the conditions completely determine the surface.15. We have 

viz. this determinant, equated to zero, gives the equation of the surface. -To prove this, take as before the unaccented letters (a, b, c, f, g, K) to refer to the line α, and the letters with one, two, and three accents to refer to the lines 
β, γ, δ respectively ; write also L, M, N, and L', M', N', for &c., and Lys, &ic., respectively. Referring to the foregoing expressions for L, M, N, £1, and observing that for a point on the line α, the values of P, Q, R, S are each = 0, then for such a point we have L + (α∕ + b'g + c'K) x=Q, &c., that is, L : M ∙. N ∖ il = x y ∙. z w, and these values satisfy the equation of the surface, which is thus a surface passing through the line α ; and similarly it passes through the lines β, γ, δ.To show that the surface passes through the line aa,β, take the coordinates of the point a to be 0, 0, 0, 1; then the line aaβ is given as the intersection of the planes ax + by + cz = 0 and a'x + b'y + dz = 0, that is, >S = 0 and S'=0. And the equation of the surface, writing therein x^, y^, Za,, Wa = Q, 0, 0, 1, becomes

14—2
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108 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503or, as this may be written, 

and, for a point on the line ααβ, this is
But in the equations — a'L — b'M — cN = — {a'f -∣- b'g + c'K) S', and — aL — bM — cN 
= {af' + bg' + ch'} 8, writing S = 0 and S' = 0, we have aL+ bM + cJV=O and a'L-vb'M-∖-c'N = 0, and the equation is satisfied; that is, the surface passes through the line ααβ, and similarly it passes through the line αγδ.

Surface abcdef.16. The equation may be written
pabe . ρcde . pacf . pdbf—pabf .pcdf . pace . ρdbe = 0,where pabe = () is the equation of the plane through the points a, b, e; and the like for the other symbols. The form is one out of 45 like forms, depending on the partitionment 

of the six letters.17. Investigation. In the projection, the six points (pα> 7α> ⅞) are situate on a conic; the condition for this is
where the left-hand side represents the determinant obtained by writing successively 
{Pa, gaι fθr {p> The equation in question may be written

abe. cde. acf. dbf — abf. cdf. ace. dbe = 0;where 
and substituting for pa,∙∙∙, their values, we have abe = ufi.pabe, whence the foregoing result.

{Surface abcdef.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 109

18. Singularities. The form of the equation shows at once that (^)(0)(≡≡) The point a is a 2-conical point; in fact, for this point we have pabe≈Q, 
pacf = 0, pabf= 0, pace = 0.

(1) The line ab a simple line; in fact, for any point of this line we have
pabe = 0, pabf≈ 0.(2) The line abe. cdf a simple line; in fact, for any point of this line we have
pabe = 0, pcdf= 0.(9) To show analytically that the cubic curve abcdef is a line on the surface, observe that the equation of the surface is satisfied if we have simultaneously (λ being arbitrary)

pabe. pacf — λ. pabf. pace = 0,λ. pcde. pdbf — pcdf. pdbe = 0.The first of these equations is a cone, vertex a, which passes through the points 
b, e c, f, and which, if λ is properly determined, will pass through the point d; the second is a cone, vertex d, which passes through the points b, e, c, f, and which, if λ is properly determined, will pass through the point a; the two determinations of λ are

dabe . dacf— λ. dabf. dace = 0,λ . acde . adbf— acdf. adbe = 0;giving the same value of λ; and the equations then represent cones, the first having 
a for its vertex, and passing through d, b, e, c, f∖ the second having d for its vertex, and passing through a, b, e, c, f∖ the two intersect in the line ad, and in the cubic curve abcdef, which is thus a curve on the surface.

Surface abcdea.19. The equation may be written
(pabe. pcde. p"^aac. db — pace. pdbe. p"^aab. ceZ)^

+ 4>pabe. pcde. pace. pdbe. pabe . pdbe. paa. pda. = 0,or, what is the same thing,
(pabe. pcde. p"^aac. db ÷ pace. pdbe. p^^aab. cd}-

+ ^pabe. pcde .pace. pdbe. pbad. pcad. pba. pea = 0,(the equivalence of the two depending on the identity
— p"-aab . cd . p-aac. db + pabe . pdbe. paa . pda — pbad . pcad . pba. pea = 0)

1 Or course, as regards the present surface and the other surfaces for which the equation is given in 
an unsymmetrical form, the conclusion obtained in regard to any point or line of the surface applies to 
every point or line of the same kind. Thus ab being a simple line, we have also ad a simple line, although 
the equation, as written down, does not put this in evidence.

2 The bracketed numbers refer to the lines of the Table.

{Surface abcdea.}
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110 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503where, as before, pabe = 0 is the equation of the plane through the points α, 6, e; 
p^aacdb = 0 the equation of the quadric surface through the lines α, αc, db; and 
paa. = 0 the equation of the plane through the point a and the line α.The above forms are 2 out of 30 like forms, as appears by the partitionment

20. Investigation. In the projection, the equation of the conic through the five points may be written 
where the symbol denotes a determinant the last five lines of w’hich are obtained by giving to {p, q, r) the suffixes a, b, c, d, e respectively. This is at once transformed into 
or, what is the same thing, 
or say,

- pace .pdbe {AX Λ-BY + GZ} {A'X + ΒΎ+ G'Z∖where r>abe, &c. signify as before, and 

and so for AX + 5'F+ G'Z, ^c., the suffixes for J.', B', G' being (c, d}, and those for X", B", G" and √1"', B'", G"' being (a, c) and {d, b} respectively.21. Passing to the reciprocal equation, and making the conic touch the line α, we obtain the equation of the surface in the form

{Surface abcdca..}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. Ill(where Pa, = h^y — + = 0) or in the equivalent form wherein we have in the firstterm + instead of —, and in the second term the determinants

22. {The question, in fact, is to find the reciprocal of the form 
taking ξ, η, ζ for the reciprocal variables, the coefficient of is 
viz. this is 
or, as it may be written,

Taking the upper signs, this is 
viz. the term in ∖μ, isTaking the lower signs, it is 
viz. the term in λ∕x is 
and it is thence easy to infer the forms of the other coefficients, and to obtain the reciprocal equation in the two equivalent forms 

which are the required auxiliary formulae.)
{Surface abcdea..}
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112 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [50323. To reduce the foregoing result, we have 
proportional to the three determinants which contain w, of the set 

and similarly A', B', G' are proportional to the three determinants which contain w, of the set

Hence, omitting the factor w, and writing (a, b, c, f, g, h) and (a', b', c', f', g', h') for the coordinates of the lines ab and cd respectively, we have 

and thence 
where 

and consequently

or omitting the factor —w, say it is = +-Λ^Qα+ viz. this is =p^aab.cd.
{Surface α∂cdeα.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 113We have similarly 
taken to be =p^aac . db.24. We have in like manner the other two determinants 

taken to be = qb . ac and p^a cd , db respectively.But we have
p^a ab . ac =paa. pabe,(viz. geometrically the hyperboloid through the lines α, ab, ac breaks up into the plane 

paa through the line α and point a, and the plane pabe through the points a, b, c).And similarly
p^a cd .db = —p^a de .db = +p^a db . dc=pad .pdbc;whence, substituting for the several determinants, we have the foregoing equation of the surface.25. Singularities. The form of the equation shows that(0) The point a is a 4-conical point: in fact, for this point we have pabe = 0, ∕)≡a ac . db = 0, pace = 0, p≡α ab. cd = 0.(1) The line ab is a double line: in fact, for any point of the line we have

pabe = 0, p^a. ab . cd = 0, pabe =(2) The line α is a double line; in fact, for any point of the line we have
ρ^aac.db = 0, p"^a. ab . cd = 0, pαα = 0, τ>tZα = 0.(7) The line abe .cd .a. is a simple line; in fact, for any point of the line we have pabe = 0, ∕>¾ ab . cd = 0. Observe that, on writing in the equation 
pabe = (} the equation becomes (p≡α ab. cd^- = 0 ; so that the surface along the line in question touches the plane pahe.

Surface abcda.β.26. The equation of the surface is 
where the norm is the product of 8 factors.As before, paa = 0 is the equation of the plane through the point a and the line α; and pbed = 0 the equation of the plane through the points b, c, d. The form is unique.

{Surface abcdaβ,}
c. VIII. 15
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114 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [50327. Investigation. In the projection, the equation of the conic touching the projections of the lines α, β is
where A, B, G are arbitrary coefficients. To make this pass through the projection of the point a, we must write X : Γ : Z=p^ : ; Va∖ viz. we thus have 

and similarly
We thus have

Or, forming the like equations for the points b, c, d respectively and eliminating, the equation is

which, substituting for {pa, qa, &c,, their values, viz. = — iCαW, &c., is readilyconverted into 

or, what is the same thing.
viz. taking the norm, we have the form mentioned above,28. Singularities. The equation shows that(0) The point a is an 8-conical point; in fact, for the point in question 

paa. = 0, paβ = 0, pc<7α = 0, T9c∕αδ = 0, pabc = 0; each factor is of the form 0*, and the norm is 0®.
{Surface abcdaβ.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 115(1) The line ab is a 4-tuple line. To show this, observe in the first instance, that we may obtain the 8 factors of the norm by giving to the radical ∖∕paa.paβ the sign +, and to the other three radicals the signs +, —, at pleasure. For a point on the line in question, we have ∕9<Zα5 = O, 
pdbc = 0; hence the norm is the product of the four equal factors 
and the other four equal factors obtained by writing herein + instead of —.Now for a point on the line ab, we may write for x, y, z, w the values ιtiPα + v⅝, uya, + vyb, uza + vzι,, uWa, + vwj,, where u, v are arbitrary coefficients. We have 

where αδα = 0 is the condition that the points a, b and the line α may be in the same plane (or, what is the same thing, that the lines ab and α may intersect), viz. 
baa. is =PaXb+ QaVb-^ + SaWf,. And similarly αδc(Z = 0 is the condition that the four points a, b, c, d raay be in a plane; viz. we have

Substituting, we have paa.paβ. pbcd and '^pba..pbβ .pcda, each equal (save as to sign) to uv 'Jaba. abβ . abed; that is, the four equal factors of one set will vanish. The vanishing factors are of the form 0∖ and the norm is O'*, that is, the line in question, 
ab, is a 4-tuple line.(2) The line α is a 4-tuple line; in fact, for any point of the line we have 
paa = 0, pba = 0, pea = 0, pda = 0; each factor of the norm· is therefore evanescent, of the form 0^, and the norm itself is thus = Ot29. (5) The line (ab, ed, a, β) is a double line. To show this, take z ≈Q, w=Qas the equations of the line in question; then we have ha = Q, hβ=Q, Za,Wb — ZbW^ = 0; or say Wα = λ⅞, Wb = ∖Zb'∙ and ζ^τυα —ZdWe = ()', or say Wc = μZc, μz^ 'and ∕ιarbitrary coefficients). Putting for shortness

{Surface abcdaβ.} 
15—2
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116 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503viz. ∕α = (5'α- λ(Xα) “ {fa + ~^ba) y, &c., aπd writing 2^ = 0, w = 0, we have paa .paβ =
pha .pbβ = zj,^lalβ , pea. .pcβ = Zc^J^Jβ, pda.pdβ = z^J^Jβ∖ and the factor of the norm (reverting to the expression thereof as a determinant) is 

which vanishes. In fact, resolving the determinant into a set of products of the form + 2.13.45, where the single symbol denotes a term of the top line, and the binary symbols refer to the second and third lines, and the fourth and fifth lines respectively (denoting minors composed with the terms in these pairs of lines respectively); then each product will contain a term 14, 15, or 45, and the minor so designated (to whichever of the two pairs of lines it belongs) is = 0. The factor is thus evanescent, being, as it is easy to see, = 0∖ There are two factors which vanish; viz. taking the first radical to be +, the second radical must be also +, but the third and fourth radicals may be either both + or both — ; the norm is thus = viz. the line {ab, cd, a, β} is a double line.30. (8) The line abc, ot, ∕S is a double line. To prove this, take w = 0 for theequation of the plane abc, and (^ — 0, w = 0) for those of the line in question; we have Λα = 0, hβ≈ 0, Wa = 0, Wb = 0, Wc=Q∙, and writing Λ = — +∕α½ = ~ +fay, thenfor z = 0, w = 0, the factor expressed as a determinant is 

which is 

and consequently vanishes, the form being 0∖ There are two such factors, viz. the radical '^pda.pdβ may be either + or —, hence the norm is =0^.31. But it is to be further shown that the line is tacnodal, each sheet of the surface being touched along the line by the plane w = 0: we have to show that the 
{Surface abcdaβ.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 117factor operated upon by = X8χ+Y8y +Z8z+W8^, reduces itself for z=Q, w = 0 to a multiple of W. Considering the factor in the form of a determinant, the result of the operation is 

the first term is 

where the first column may be replaced by 
and the term in question thus becomes 
if for shortness
As regards the second term, we have 
which is
But 
and thence

{Surface abcdaβ.}
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π 8 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503with the like formula for hence
where

The term in question is thus

viz. replacing the first column by
this is
and we have

if for shortness
viz. the whole term is
Hence the first and second terms together are
viz. this is a multiple of W, which was the theorem to be proved.

{Surface abcdaβ.} www.rcin.org.pl



503j THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 119

Surface abcaβy.32. The equation is 

where the norm is a product of 16 factors, each of the order ∣. As before, j>αα = 0 is the equation of the plane through the point a and the line a; viz. paa. has the value already mentioned.33. Investigation. In the projection, the equation of the conic touching the projections of the lines α, β, γ is 
and to make this pass through the projection of the point α, we must write herein 
X : Y : Z==pa : qa : ^α∙ As before, we have 

and so for the other terms: the equation thus is 
or forming the like equations in regard to the points b, c respectively, and eliminating we have a determinant =0, and then, taking the norm, we obtain the above-written equation of the surface.34. Singularities. The equation of the surface shows that(0) The point a is 8-conical: in fact, for the point in question we have 

paa = 0, paβ = 0, pay = 0 ; each factor is 0^, and the norm is 0®.(1) The line ab is 4-tuple. To prove this, observe that the sixteen factors are obtained by attributing at pleasure the signs +, — to the radicals 
fpbβ, ^ρcβ, fpby, '∖fρcy∖ hence there are four factors in which fpbβ, ^∕ρby have determinate signs, but in which we attribute to the radicals 
'^ρcβ, ^∕pcy the signs + or — at pleasure. It is to be shown that the four factors each vanish for a point on the line ab; that is, on writing therein for x, y, z, vj the values uX(i-∖-vXb, uya + vyι,, &c. But we thus 

{Surface abca.§y.}
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120 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503have, as before, paa = - v. aboL and ρb'x. = u. aboL, with the like formulae with 
β and γ in place of ct. The factor thus becomes

which vanishes, being = 0^; and the norm is thus = 0∖ viz. the line is 4-tuple.(2) The line α is 8-tuple: in fact, for a point on the line we have pact = 0,
pba = 0, pca,= {), whence each factor vanishes, being =0^, and the norm is therefore 0®.(3) The line (<x5, a., β, y) is 4-tuple: in fact, writing z — Q, w = 0 for theequations of the line, we have = 0, hβ = 0, hy = 0, and — zj^Wa, = 0, or say = w↑, = ∖zι,. Hence, writing
viz. ∕α = (5'α — Xttα) i*>'— (∕α + X?>a) y, &C·, for 2i = 0, w = 0, wc havc paa. = Za,Ia, 
pba. = zi)Ia', and similarly 'Oaβ = ZaIβ, pbβ = z^I^, and pay — z^Iy, pby = Zf,Iy. The factor thus is

which vanishes, being = 0^; there are four such factors, or the norm is 0^; whence the line is 4-tuple.(8) The line ccbc .a.β is a 4-tuple line. To prove it, take as before w = 0 for the equation of the plane abc, and (z = Q, w = 0) for the equations of the line in question. We have Aα = 0, hβ = O, Wa = 0, Wf, = Q, Wc = (); whence (if z = 0, w = 0), writing for shortness I = gx-fy (viz. = g^x —fay, 
-fβy}, have paa, pba, pca = I„_Za, Ia,zjj, IaZc, and similarly 

paβ, pbβ, pcβ = IβZa, IβZi), lβZc'. the factor thus is

which vanishes, being = : and there are four such factors, obtained by giving to the radicals the signs 4-, — at pleasure: hence the norm is = 0*.
{Surface dbcaβy.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 121

Surf(j.ce abaβy^.35. The equation is
where the norm is the product of 8 factors each of the order 3. As before, paa. = 0 is the equation of the plane through the point α and the line α; viz. paa. has the value previously mentioned : and p^∕3γδ = 0 is the equation of the quadric surface through the lines β, γ, δ.36. Investigation. In the projection, taking ξ, η, ζ as current line-coordinates, the equation of the conic passing through the projections of the points a, b is
where A, B, C are arbitrary coefficients. To make this touch the projection of the line a, we must write f : -υ : ς = Pα : Qα : -R»; and then

and similarly
Hence the equation is
and forming the like equations for the lines β, γ, δ respectively, and eliminating, we have

which, throwing out a factor w, becomes
or, taking the norm, we have the above written equation.37. Singularities. The equation shows that(0) The point a is a 4-conical point ; in fact, for the point in question we have 

paa. = 0, paβ = 0, pay = 0, puδ = 0 ; each factor is = 0⅛, and the norm is = O'*.
[Surface abaβyδ.}
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122 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503(1) The line ab is a 2-tuple line. To prove this, we have for the coordinates of a point on the line in question ιιxa + vxι,, + &c.; the valuesof paa, pba become as before — v. aba, + u . aba, and similarly for paβ, pbβ, ; so that, omitting the constant factor √ — uυ, the value of the factor is
Taking (a, b, c, f, g, h) for the coordinates of the line ab, we have

with the like expressions for abβ, ; and substituting for p^βyb, &c., their values, the factor is

viz. the value of the factor is J a (fagh) + g (bagh) + h {cagK)} + &c., where fagh=f^aβgyh^is the determinant
the suffixes in the four lines being a, β, y, δ respectively.Collecting, this is

or, what is the same thing,
AP-∖-BQ+GR + DS = Q,

{Surface abcdaβ.} www.rcin.org.pl



503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 123where

the right-hand factors vanishing for the values ux^ + v⅜ of the coordinates.38. It thus appears so far that the factor is = ; it is, in fact, = 0≡, viz. wecan show that, operating upon it with
the value (for any point of the line ab) is =0. We have
where Iba. (= ∆∕>6α) is what pba becomes on writing therein {X, F, Z, IF) in place of 
(x, y, z, w). Writing, as before, for x, y, z, w the values ux^ + vxj^, &c., we have 
paa = -v. aba, pba = u . aba; and putting for shortness
the expression in question, divided by V — uυ, is
where, denoting the determinants
by (a', b', c', f, g', h'), we have

But αδα. ∆ρ≡∕37δ = ∆αδα. since αδα is independent of (x, y, z, w)', and theexpression is
{Surface abcdaβ.}
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1 2 4  O N  T H E  S U R F A C E S  T H E  L O CI  O F  [ 5 0 3

w h e r e  P',  Q',  R',  S' d e n ot e h' y  —  ̂ ' z  +  a' w, & c.,  a n d w h e r e,  fi n all y, a;, y, z, w  a r e t o b e 

r e pl a c e d b y u x ^  +  Si n c e f o r t h e s e v al u e s P,  Q,  P,  > Si v a ni s h, t h e e x p r e s si o n

b e c o m e s
_ _ _ _ o..,,  i Λ  ∖τ >  1 R A ∏  _i.  r* Λ p  _ L n Λ, Q ∖

t h at i s

a n d w e  h a v e,  i n f a ct, P'- 2 w Δ P  =  0, & c. F o r,  w riti n g  f o r a m o m e nt

t h e n, f o r i n st a n c e,

w h e r e

a n d t h e n c e

a n d si mil a rl y f o r t h e ot h e r e q u ati o n s. T h e f a ct o r i s t h u s = 0 ^; t h e r e i s o nl y  o n e s u c h  

f a ct o r, a n d t h e li n e a b i s d o u bl e.

( 2) T h e li n e a i s a n 8-t u pl e li n e: i n f a ct, f o r a p oi nt o n t h e li n e w e  h a v e  

j 9 α α =  0, p b a  =  0,  =  0,  =  0, ρ ^ a β < y  =  0 ; a n d t h e f a ct o r v a ni s h e s, b ei n g —  0 ∖

E a c h  of  t h e f a ct o r s i s 0 ∖ a n d t h e n o r m  i s =  0 ≡.

3 9.  ( 3) T h e  li n e ∖ a b, a, β,  γ] i s a d o u bl e  li n e. T o  p r o v e t hi s, o b s e r v e fi r st t h at

f o r a p oi nt  o n t hi s li n e w e  h a v e  p" ^ ci β y  =  0.

T a ki n g  a s b ef o r e z  =  0, w  =  0 f o r t h e e q u ati o n of t h e li n e a b, a, β, y, w e  h a v e  

h a,  =  ̂ , A β  =  O,  h y  =  Q,  a n d Z a W ↑, - z y w a  =  ̂ ', e r s a y =  λ ⅞, W b  =  ∖ Z b', w h e n c e,  w riti n g  f o r 

s h o rt n e s s 7 ^ =  — —  λ α)i c +(∕ + λ δ)  y, vi z. =  — —  ∖ a β) x  +  ( /„ +  ' ^ b β) y, w e  h a v e  ( w h e n 

2f  =  0, w  ≈  G}  p a a  =  z ^I ,̂ p b a  =  Zι,I a,, o r o mitti n g t h e f a ct o r V ⅞ ⅞,  ' ^ p a a . p b ci  =  I a,', a n d s o  

f o r ∖ ∕ p a β. p b β  a n d  ̂ p a y. ρ b y. T h e  f a ct o r t h u s i s

vi z. w riti n g  z  =  0,  w  =  0 i n t h e e x p r e s si o n s of  Ι β β y Z, & c.,  t hi s m a y  b e  w ritt e n

w h e r e  o b s e r v e t h at 2  d e n ot e s  a s u m of  t h r e e t e r m s of  t h e f o r m

{ S u rf a c e  a b c d a β.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 125Adding thereto a fourth term — δ. the value of the sum would be = aβy8, or the sum of the three terms is = aβy3 + δ. α∕3γ, where the symbols represent determinants. But in each case the determinant aβy is = 0, as containing the column 
ha, hβ, hy, the terms of which are each =0: thus . agh is = gagh —g^. agh, where in gagh the suffixes are α, β, y, δ, and in they are α, β, γ: that is, we have 
'Zg. agh = gagh. And the whole expression thus is

where gahf denotes the determinant j g, a, h, f ∖, with the suffixes α, β, y, δ, in the four lines respectively, and so in other cases: the terms, such as gagh, which contain a twice-repeated letter, vanish of themselves; and in the coefficients of x‘y and xg^, the terms which do not separately vanish destroy each other in pairs, gahf—fagh = 0, &c.; whence the factor vanishes, being = ; there are two such factors (viz. the zero termVρa3 . pb8 .p^aβy may be taken with the sign + or — at pleasure), and the norm is thus = 0≡. 40. But the line is tacnodal, each sheet of the surface touching along the line in question the hyperboloid p^a,βy. To prove this, write
we have for the hyperboloid, writing z = 0, w = 0,
and it is to be shown that
each contain the factor ∆p≡α∕9γ; or, what is the same thing, that
contains the factor in question, 2 denoting the sum of the first three terms of the original expression. The value is
where Paa, = ∆j>αα, denotes what paa becomes on writing therein X, Y, Z, W for 
X, y, z, w, and the like as to Pha. Substituting for paa and pba their values and 
Zι,Ia, and multiplying by z^z↑y, the expression is

{Surface αδc<iα^.}
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126 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OP [503where we have

Also

41. The whole expression is a linear function of X, Y, Z, W, and it is easy to see ά priori, or to verify, that the coefficients of X, Y, each of them vanish. The coefficient of Z is
with a like expression for the coefficient of W.The foregoing expression may be written

The first sum is
where afg, bfg denote determinants with the suffixes α, β, γ. Similarly the second sum isthe third sum isand the fourth sum is

{Surface αδcdαj3.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 127The whole coefficient of Z thus contains the factor {afg . x + I3fg. y); and similarly it would appear that the whole coefficient of W contains the factor (abg. x — abf. y), the other factor being the same in each case ; viz. the two terms together are

where the second factor is which is the required result. See post, Nos. 59
et seq.42. (4) The line [a, β, 7, δ] is an 8-tuple line; in fact, for any point of the line in question we have p^βyZ = 0, = 0, p'^^a.β = 0, p"^aβy = 0; whence each factoris 0∖ or the norm is 0®.I notice that the surface meets the quadric p"^aβy in 

43. The equation is Surface aaβyζe.

or, what is the same thing, 
the equivalence of the two depending on the identity 

where, as before, p^aβe≈0 is the equation of the quadric through the lines a, β, e, and paa = 0 is the equation of the plane through the line α and the point a; viz. 
p^aβe, &c., and paa, &c., have the values already mentioned: p¾α∕3.γδ = 0 as already mentioned is the cubic surface through the lines a, β, 7, δ and αα∕3,

{Surface aaβyδe.}
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128 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [50344. Investigation. In the projection, using line-coordinates, the equation of the conic touching the five lines may be written 
where the symbol denotes a determinant the last five lines of which are obtained by giving to (P, Q, R) the suffixes α, β, γ, δ, e respectively. This is at once transformed into 
or, what is the same thing.
or say 
where p^aβe, &c., signify as before ; and 

and so for A'ξ+ B'η + G'ζ, &c., the suffixes for J.', B', G' being (y, δ); and those for 
Λ"ξ+B"η + G''ξ and + P"'77 + 6*'"t bθ⅛g y) and (δ, β} respectively.45. Passing to the reciprocal equation, and making the conic pass through the point a, we obtain the equation of the surface in the form 

or in the equivalent form, where in the first term we have + instead of —, and in the second term the determinants are

46. To reduce this result, observe that we have
{Surface ao.βyδe.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 129where, for convenience, I retain the unaccented and accented letters (a,...), (a',...) instead of these letters with the suffixes a and β respectively. Writing as before 

then
and similarly 
where for L', M', N', Ώ' we have (a",...) and (a'",...). Hence 

with like expressions for GJ.' — G'A and AB' - A'B; and substituting, we have

or substituting for p^, qa, ra their values wya, zWa-wZa, this is 

whence, omitting the factors the equation is

{Surface aaβyδe.}
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130 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503where I recall that for {L, ...), (Z',...), (Z",...), (Z'",...) the suffixes are (a, ∕S), (7, δ), 
{a, 7), and (δ, β) respectively. The values of the first two determinants thus are 
p^aaβ. 7δ and p^aay. 8β respectively: that of the third is p^aaβ. ay; viz. this is 
=p^aβy .paa∖ similarly, that of the fourth is p^ayZ. δ∕3, which is = -p^a8y.8β = +p⅜8β.8y', or finally this is ~p"^8βy.pa8. And we have thus the before-mentioned equation of the surface.47. Singularities. The equation of the surface shows that(0) The point α is a 2-conical point: in fact, we have for this point p⅜aβ.y8 = (i, 

p^aay .8β = Q, paa = 0, pa8 = 0.(2) The line α is a 4-tuple line: in fact, for any point on this line p"^aβe = 0, 
p^aaβ . 7δ = 0, p^aye = 0, p^aay .8β = (i, p^aβy = 0, p"^aa = 0.(4) The line (a, β, y, e) is a 2-tuple line: in fact, for any point on the line we have p^aβe = 0, p^aye = 0.(10) The excuboquartic aβe.y8.a is a simple curve: in fact, for any point of this curve we have p^aβe = 0, p^aaβ. 7δ = 0, these two surfaces intersecting in the lines a, β and the curve. It is, moreover, obvious that the surface is touched along the curve by the hyperboloid p!½βe.I notice that the surface meets the quadric p"^aβy in

Surface aβy8eζ.48. The equation of the surface may be written 
where p^aβe = 0 is the equation of the quadric through the lines a, β, e; viz. p^aβe has the value already mentioned.The form is one of 45 like forms depending on the partitionment 

of the six letters.
{Surface α)3γδef.}
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 13149. Investigation. The projections of the six lines are tangents to a conic: the condition for this is (P, Q, = 0, where the left-hand side represents the determinant obtained by writing successively Qa, Ra), &c. for (P, Q, R). The equation may be written where
and substituting for P^, their values, we have aβe = w. ∖ whence the foregoing result.δθ. Singularities. The equation shows that(2) The line α is a 2-tuple line: in fact, for each point of the line we have

p^0Lβe = 0, = 0, p^aβζ≈ 0, p^a,ye = 0.(4) The line (a, β, e, ξ) is a simple line: in fact, for each point of the linewe have p'^a.βe = 0, p"^aβζ = 0.(9) The quadriquadric aβe.<ybζ=0 is a simple curve on the surface: in fact,for each point of the curve we have p"^ciβe = {), p^y^ζ=0.It may be remarked that the surface meets the hyperboloid p^aβe in

δl. It might be thought that there should be on the surface some curve α∕3γδe^, such as the cubic abcdef on the surface abcdef; but I cannot find that this is so. The equation of the surface is satisfied if we have simultaneously (λ being arbitrary)
which equations represent quartic surfaces, the first of them having a for a double line, and passing through the lines β, γ, e, ζ (13 + 4 × 5 = 33 conditions, so that the equation of such a surface contains only an arbitrary parameter λ); and the second having δ for a double line, and passing through the lines β, γ, e, ζ. But I seeno condition by which λ can be determined so as to have the same value in thetwo equations respectively. Of course, leaving it arbitrary, the two quartic surfaces intersect in the lines β, γ, e, ζ and in a curve of the order 12 depending on thearbitrary value of λ, which curve lies on the surface aβy^eζ.

{Surface aβyδι^.}
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132 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503

The Excvboquartic aβy, a.52. The notion is, that we have a fixed point a, two fixed lines δ, e, and asingly infinite series of lines, or say the generating lines of a skew surface: each generating line determines, with the point α, a plane; and if in this plane we draw,meeting the lines δ, e, a line to meet the generating line in a point P, then thelocus of this point P is the curve about to be considered.53. In the case in question, the singly infinite series of lines is that of the lineswhich meet each of the lines α, β, 7, or say these are the generatrices of the hyperboloid cιβy. the locus, or curve aβy, Ze, a, is (as mentioned above) an excuboquartic. It is not necessary for the purpose of the memoir, but it is interesting to consider in conjunction therewith the excuboquartic arising in like manner from the directrices of the hyperboloid; it will appear that the two curves are the complete intersection of the quadric aβy by a quartic surface. Observe that the two curves are given as follows: viz. considering for the quadric α∕3γ any tangent-plane through the point a, and drawing in this plane, to meet the lines δ and e, a line, this meets the section of the quadric surface by the tangent-plane in two points, the locus of which is the aggregate of the two curves; viz. the section being a line-pair, the two points belong, one of them to a generatrix and the other to a directrix of the quadric surface.54. It is convenient to take x = 0, y = 0 for the equations of the line δ ; z = 0, w = 0 for those of the line e: for then, for any plane Ax + By + Cz + Dw = 0, the line in this plane and meeting the lines δ and e, has for its equations Ax + By = 0, Gz + Dw = 0; or, what is the same thing, for the plane P = 0 the equations of the line are Pa^=0, P^w = θ) where Pχy, Pzm denote the terms in x, y and in z, w respectively.I take also x^, y^, Zq, Wq for the coordinates of the point a, and P8 -QR = 0 for the equation of the quadric surface, P, Q, B, S being given linear functions of {x, y, z, w}: we have then say P — ΘR = 0, Q — ΘS = 0 for the equations of any generatrix, and P — φQ =0, R — φS = 0 for the equations of any directrix of the hyperboloid.The equation of the plane through the point a and the generatrix P — ΘR = 0, 
Q — Θ8 = 0, is clearly 
so that for the line in this plane, meeting the lines δ and e, we have 
and joining thereto the equations
(equivalent in all to three equations,) the elimination of θ gives the required curve: the equations thus are
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 133υr, as the second equation may also be written, 
viz. the second equation represents a cubic surface having upon it the lines (P = 0, P = 0) and (Q = 0, S=0); it therefore intersects the quadric PS — QR = 0 in these two lines, and besides in an excuboquartic curve, which is the required locus.55, Representing the determinants 

so that (a',...) are linear functions, (a,...) quadric functions, of the coordinates; the equation of the cubic surface is gb' — bg' = 0, viz. the excuboquartic arising from the generatrices is the partial intersection of the quadric PS — QR = 0 and the cubic gb' — g'b = 0; the two surfaces besides intersecting in the lines (P = Q, R = Q) and (Q = o, ,sr=θ).It appears, in the same manner, that the excuboquartic arising from the directrices is the partial intersection of the quadric PS — QR = 0 and the cubic he' — ch' = 0 ; the two surfaces besides intersecting in the lines (P = 0, Q = 0) and (P = 0, >S = 0).56. But the elimination may be performed in a different manner, as follows: from the first two equations in θ, multiplying by P^w, — Pχy and adding, and so with 
Qzw, — Qxy, &c., we obtain

We then have 
or, what is the same thing.
Using this equation, written in the form (a + ^h) θ = — c + ^f, to transform the first or third of the four equations in θ, we obtain 
and using the same equation, written in the form (f—^h) ^ = c +^a, to transform the second or fourth equation, we obtain
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134 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503and hence, eliminating θ, we obtain 
which, as being of the second order in (a, ...), represents a quartic surface. The equation remains unaltered by the interchange of Q, R, and the consequent interchanges among (a, b, c, f, g, h) : hence the quartic surface contains not only the excuboquartic arising from the generatrices, but also that arising from the directrices; and these two curves are the complete intersection of the quartic by the quadric PS — QR = 0.57. I obtain this same result also as follows. Consider a point (Pj, Qj., R^, <Sj) on the quadric surface; Pι∣Sι — QiRi = 0; the tangent plane at the point is 
and if this passes through the point a, then
The line which in the tangent-plane meets the lines δ, e is given, as before, by the equations
Remembering the significations of (a,...), the last three equations give 

and substituting these values in SιPγ — QiRi = 0, we have the above equation of the quadric surface.58. Or again, changing the notation, I take the equation of the quadric surface to be *
A tangent-plane hereof is 
where ξ, η, ζ, ω are any quantities satisfying the relation 
the capitals denoting the inverse coefficients.Supposing that the tangent-plane passes through a fixed point a, coordinates (≈, A 7, δ), we have
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 135and if the equations of the lines δ, e are as before (x = Q, 2/ == θ) and = 0, w = Q}', then for the line in the tangent-plane meeting the lines δ, e, we have
These last equations may be represented by 
and, substituting these values, we have 
that is 
and
Whence, eliminating I, nι, we have the quartic equation

Further Investigation as to the Surface abaβ'y^.59. The theorem that in the surface abaSy^, the equation of which is 
the lines (ab, a, β, γ) are tacnodal, each sheet touching along the line the quadric 
p'^a.βy, may be proved in a different manner by investigating the intersection of the surface with the quadric p^0Lβy.For this purpose take the equation of the quadric to be yz — xw = 0 ; the equations of the lines α, β, 7 will be 
and we may write (a, h, c, f, g, Λ) for the coordinates of the line δ. The equation of the surface will be
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136 ON THE SURFACES THE LOCI OF [503where 2 denotes the sum of the three terms obtained by the cyclical interchange of α, /3, γ; and 
λ here standing for λα; and similarly for paβ, &c.60. To obtain the intersection with xw -yz = Q, writing w = — , then 

or say 
also the expression in { } becomes 
so that the norm in question is 
or say 
where is now considered to stand for
Observing that the norm was originally the product of 8 factors, this breaks up into 
and 
where the new norm is the product of 4 factors.61. Writing for greater convenience λ, μ,, v in place of λα, λβ, λγ, and observing that Ma is a quadric function of λα, that is of λ, the last-mentioned norm is 
which is easily seen to be 
or writing for a moment
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503] THE VERTICES OF CONES WHICH SATISFY SIX CONDITIONS. 137whencethenand we have
whence
viz. if (a, b, c, f, g, h) are the coordinates of the line ab, this is
Hence, omitting the constant factorthe foregoing equation norm® = 0 becomes
and the intersections of the quadric with the surface are obtained by combining the equation xw -yz = {} with the several equations
viz. these are

But it is clear that the lines (,x = 0, y = 0) and {x = 0, z = 0) are introduced by the process of elimination, and are no part of the intersection. The complete intersection consists of the lines (a, /3, 7, δ) each 8 times, the lines (a, β, 7) each 8 times, and the lines [α6, α, β, 7] each 4 times. But the last-mentioned lines being only double lines on the surface, this means that the two sheets each touch the quadric surface, or that the lines are tacnodal.
c. VIII. 18
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